
 
 

CoE Community Meetup  

October 2021   

In October 21' we brought together a group of Centre of Excellence leads and supporting 
Anaplanners to collaborate and learn from one another. The purpose was for CoE leads to share their 
experiences of working in the Anaplan User Experience (UX), how they have begun transitioning 
models to the User Experience (UX) and tips, tricks or feedback on how to improve for the future.  
 

Below is a summary of the discussions had in the sessions, based on the verbal feedback from the 
participants who attended.  
 

The current state of play:  

Majority of session attendees have at least some models in the UX. Most of these customers are 
building new models in the UX as their priority focus.  
 
A couple of attendees who have created work in the UX have identified this space in Anaplan to be 
for their non-power users (high level users and execs). One customer has created a hybrid approach 
where data-inputters continue to work in Classic (where the model was originally created) but high-
level users and analysts access the data through the UX.   
 

It takes a team:  

Majority of attends spoke of having a small internal team to support migrating or building models in 
the UX. Some have had additional support from partners to help with implementation.  
 
Only one customer spoke of additional support for their internal UX team to support the creation of 
boards/worksheets in the UX in Anaplan.  
 
One customer has found that 'recruiting' internal champions for the UX has helped with adoption - 
these champions are responsible for bringing more users to the UX. 
 

Available resources: 

Of the resources currently available for users to support the migration/creation of content in the UX, 
Community articles was cited as the most used. 
 
Attendees commented that they felt the materials were mostly aimed at new customers, rather than 
for existing customers who need to migrate and stated that screenshots weren't enough to create 
confidence in migrating across. 
 
One customer found the UX training to be super helpful, whilst another commented that the training 
didn't cover enough new functionality to be worthwhile.  
 

Adoption blockers: 
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The biggest adoption blocker cited by users in these CoE community groups is either missing 
functionality (e.g., variance reporting, publish to dashboard) or finding it difficult to find the parity 
functionality in the new screens.  
 
Attendees state that Finance and accounting models are likely to stay in Classic as power users are 
comfortable there. As are stable models which are in 'maintenance mode'. Models are only likely to 
move to the UX if big changes are required.   
 
Other adoption blockers include:  

• budget to pay for the migration  
• the new skillset required to build in the UX  
• How actions translate to the mobile experience 

Additional resources to help:  

Our customers cited a few resources they felt would support their progress in creating and migrating 
content in the UX, including:  

• Best practice for change management  
• UX Apps in the App Hub  
• Translation guide depicting the complimentary features between Classic and the UX  
• Customer examples of use cases re-created in the UX  
• Training for model builders specifically on the UX  
• Proactive updates on upcoming features in the UX (particularly parity ones) 

Additional functionality:  

Attendees would like to see the following functionality included/improved in the UX to support their 
migration:  

• Better hide/unhide functionality  
• Context selectors  
• Smaller font size for large data grids  
• Variance reporting  
• Conditional formatting 
• Commenting across all card types  
• Page selectors  
• Pivoting  
• Drill-down 

We loved hearing your thoughts, ideas and feedback and are always keen to learn more. If you 

are not already part of the Anaplan User Research Program, please join us here.  

The UX research team (who manage the programme) are particularly interested in speaking 

with planners, analysts, and users of the Mobile app. If you know of any colleagues or users of 

Anaplan that fit the bill, please forward the following link to them, and ask them to sign up:  

https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/8HD8M3F  
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